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Executive Summary  
This deliverable explains how ENVISION results can be applied to a variety of 
scenarios and settings. We recap the three main ENVISION pilot cases, namely 
landslide, oil spills and flood monitoring, and show how ENVISION tools and 
technologies can bring real benefits in these scenarios. Furthermore, we present 
an updated set of screencasts which demonstrate the capabilities of the 
ENVISION platform to address various challenges coming with the migration of 
environmental computer models to the web.  

The focus here lies on demonstrating the capabilities of the ENVISION platform. 
This deliverable should be considered as complementary to the Deliverable 1.6 
and Deliverable 2.4. Much of the information discussed here has already been 
published in the technical deliverables of WP3-6 i.e. Deliverable D3.4, D4.5, 
D4.6, D4.7, D4.8, D5.4, and D6.4. This deliverable replicates this information in a 
more concise and simplified way, to make this content accessible also for readers 
without in-depth knowledge about distributed, semantically-enabled 
infrastructures for environmental services.  
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1 Introduction 
This deliverable explains how the tools and technologies developed within the 
European research project ENVISION (“Environmental Services Infrastructure 
with Ontologies”) can be applied to a varying set of scenarios and settings. This 
deliverable is the second version of the ENVISION Show Case document and 
contains updates of the first version (see [1]) in terms of screencasts. The 
scenarios are also revisited and the benefits of using ENVISION tools and 
techniques are discussed in the light of the latest developments in ENVISION.  

The focus here lies on demonstrating the capabilities of the ENVISION platform: 
much of the information discussed here has already been published in other 
deliverables. This deliverable replicates this information in a more concise and 
simplified way, to make this content accessible also for readers without in-depth 
knowledge about distributed, semantically-enabled infrastructures for 
environmental services. 

The screencasts provide environmental modelling experts with the necessary 
information to understand the purpose and main objectives of the ENVISION 
platform, as well as how the platform can ease their modelling tasks and daily 
operations. The target audience of this deliverable is thus not the expert in 
respect to software architectures, semantic-enabled distributed architectures, 
spatial data infrastructures, or any other field which requires in depth knowledge 
about information technologies (e.g. computer science, geographic information 
science). Instead, this deliverable is targeting the environmental modelling 
experts from fields such as Geology, Ecology, Hydrology, or related research 
areas.  We have included details for these users about the underlying 
technologies to understand the benefits and implications of making their 
computer models available on the Web.  

1.1 The ENVISION project in a nutshell  

The ENVISION project is a collaborative research project funded by the 
European Consortium under the Theme 6.4 “ICT for Environmental Services and 
Climate Change Adaptation”. The ENVISION project provides an ENVIronmental 
Services Infrastructure with ONtologies that aims to support non ICT-skilled 
users in the process of semantic discovery and adaptive chaining and 
composition of environmental services. Innovations in ENVISION are: on-the-
Web enabling and packaging of technologies for their use by non ICT-skilled 
users, support for migrating environmental models to be provided as models as a 
service (Maas), and the use of data streaming information for harvesting 
information for dynamic building of ontologies and adapting service execution. 

The ENVISION Environmental Decision Portal supports the creation of web-
based applications enabled for dynamic discovery and visual service chaining. 
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The ENVISION Ontology Infrastructure provides support for visual semantic an-
notation tools and multilingual ontology management. The ENVISION Execution 
Infrastructure comprises a semantic discovery catalogue and a semantic service 
mediator based on a generic semantic framework and adaptive service chaining 
with data-driven adaptability. 
Scenario requirements and pilots from the ENVISION user partners focus on 
landslide hazard assessment, environmental pollution (oil spills) decision sup-
port, and flood monitoring systems. The benefit of ENVISION for the wider com-
munity will be better accessibility to modelling tools using the Web and it will pro-
vide greater flexibility through improved connections to distributed sources of in-
formation. 

1.2 Research Challenges in the Project 

This section recaps the research challenges indentified in the first version of 
ENVISION Showcase (see [1]). The following challenges have been identified 
(and researched on) for the different pilot cases. They are further explained 
below using the landslide pilot as example.  

(1) Building on real-time observations coming from sensors can improve the 
usefulness (in terms of adequately reflecting the current state of the 
environment) of environmental computer models. The variations in the 
predicted results of the environmental model for the ENVISION landslide 
scenario, for example, are due to precipitation data, which is used to 
predict the groundwater levels. The integration of sensors and sensor 
networks raises interoperability issues due to various types of sensors 
with different capabilities [5]. 

(2) Migrating environmental computer models into the Web requires breaking 
up the monolithic computer models, which supports a flexible configuration 
of the individual model components. Environmental computer models 
implemented as Web service compositions support the replacement of 
data sources and modelling algorithms depending on the type of a 
landslide, the scale, or the region in which it occurs. However, such 
flexible configuration of model components requires solutions for an 
automatic validation of syntactic and semantic interoperability between the 
components.  

(3) Landslides and landslide hazard assessments affect different 
communities. Citizens are involved in disasters either by living in 
endangered regions or by using affected infrastructure networks for 
transportation, like roads, or for energy supply, like electricity. 
Governmental bodies and civil security agencies are interested in 
landslide risk assessments to provide sustainable land use plans, or to 
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mitigate the impact of disasters by preparing emergency plans. The 
preparation of the data to provide useful information for different purposes 
is another crucial challenge.  

(4) The reason for landslides can be manifold: in particular heavy rainfalls and 
high groundwater levels contribute to the destabilisation of the ground. 
Detecting events in precipitation observations having an impact on the risk 
of landslides in real-time, and integrating such information into landslide 
computer models, can improve the usefulness of its results. 

(5) Landslide computer models are scarce on the Web; finding them is time-
consuming. Moreover, the models have to be chosen according to their 
type or the required input parameters. Finding an appropriate landslide 
computer model is a big challenge, and the mentioned semantic 
annotations and techniques for semantic discovery can improve the user 
experience for searching and evaluating environmental models on the 
Web.  

(6) The discovered landslide computer model, exposed as a Web service, is 
representing the dynamic part of the model. It only includes the model 
algorithms used to process the input data coming, for example, from the 
sensors, and generate the model result. The next challenge is thus how 
the model can be coupled with relevant and high quality data. Finding 
useful data sources with appropriate temporal and spatial resolution can 
be again challenging, and can benefit substantially from semantic 
discovery techniques.  

(7) If a model is set up and ready for use, the problem is how to make it 
available for further users. By now, there is no way to register landslide 
models for simple discovery and use.  

1.3 Structure of the deliverable 

The reminder of this deliverable is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits and 
recaps the three ENVISION pilot cases, namely landslide, oil spill and flood 
monitoring, and shows how ENVISION tools and technologies can bring real 
benefits. Section 3 presents an updated set of screencasts which 
demonstrate the capabilities of the ENVISION platform. Finally, Section 4 
concludes the deliverable. 
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2 Showcase Scenarios  
The following sections focus on a set of scenarios with specific characteristics 
which benefit from the potential of the ENVISION infrastructure. The scenarios 
introduced in version 1 of the deliverable (see [1]) are revisited. This section also 
discusses the benefits of using ENVISION tools and techniques in the light of the 
latest developments in ENVISION.  

The project builds on three scenarios to identify requirements and validate the 
implementations. In the first use case about landslide hazard and risk 
assessment, the focus lies on the integration of real-time data coming from in-situ 
sensors deployed in the pilot area (the French department Guadeloupe). The 
impact of oil spills on the development of the cod population is investigated in the 
second scenario. Managing the real-time access to sensors installed at the Iron 
Gates (the part of the Danube crossing the boundary between Serbia and 
Romania) is the subject of the third scenario.  

2.1 General Scenario Workflow 

The general activities performed within the ENVISION platform during a scenario 
are depicted in Figure 1, and are described in more detail in the deliverable 2.4 
(see [2]). 
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Figure 1 - Phases of the ENVISION Lifecycle 

 

We distinguish between three phases for the interaction with the platform: on 
design time, the experts will allocate the required resources such as Web 
services providing the required sensor data and environmental models, couple 
the individual services into service compositions, create the mediation rules 
specifying the interaction between the individual services in the composition, and 
finally deploy the composition into the runtime engine. The last step results in a 
new Web service, which has to be annotated and then published to the catalogue 
to make it available for the discovery done in the next phase. The composition 
can be complex; this step is therefore anticipated to be managed either by the 
environmental modelling expert with general ICT skills, or as collaboration 
between the modeller and an ICT/SOA expert. The compositions can, but don’t 
necessarily have to be scenario specific (that depends on the environmental 
model).  

The phase for the set-up time assumes that data sources and compositions 
are in place and available through the discovery tool, and therefore also in the 
catalogue. The task of domain experts is to provide decision support material for 
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decision makers such as public authorities which make use of the semantic 
annotations to find the appropriate models and data sources to set-up a scenario 
specific Web site. This includes the creation of a new Web site comprising the 
following steps: setting up an access policy (e.g., public or limited to a specific 
user group), specifying a name for the Web site, adding one or more pages to 
the Web site, and placing one or more Portlets on each page. These Portlets are 
either specific to environmental models or spatial data sources (e.g. map viewer, 
chart viewer, notification Portlet for sensors, and more), or generic (e.g. wiki, 
public bulletin boards, images, polls, and more). While the former is provided by 
the ENVISION project, the latter is usually shipped with the Portal Container 
software. Once finished, the scenario Web site can be published and its location 
disseminated to the target user group.  

During the execution time, the data sources configured with the Portlets at the 
set-up time, are invoked by the end users. Environmental models which assume 
input parameters (e.g. the oil spill model shown in the following section) require a  
configuration in the execution Portlet before the results can be analysed by the 
map viewer Portlet. The execution is managed by the runtime engine, which is 
invoked every time the execution Portlet is triggered by the user. The execution 
Portlet monitors the currently running instances. In addition, the scenario Web 
sites usually also provide explanatory information about the environmental 
models. If it has been configured accessible to the public, participatory tools such 
as discussion forums or chats may be used by the end users to discuss the 
depicted information. A notification system, linked to specific events identified in 
the sensor observations (e.g. high water levels at river gauges), supports 
subscription and alerting.  
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2.2 Landslide risk assessment for the road R23 on Guadeloupe 

Landslides are a typical problem in inhabited, mountainous regions. They occur 
at frequent intervals and can be extremely destructive. The triggers go from 
natural disasters like earthquakes, storms, or floods to anthropogenic effects like 
deforestation or blastings. Early warning systems and landslide hazard mappings 
are essential to ensure sustainable land use planning and to help decision 
makers during landslide disasters. The pitfall of modelling and, finally, predicting 
landslides (or landslide hazards) is the complexity of such models due to the 
huge amount of influencing factors. Different regions hold different environmental 
characteristics leading to various factors that modellers have to be aware of. In 
the ENVISION project, we are going to setup a landslide model to assess 
landslide hazards and notify people about landslide occurrences in real-time 
along the road RD23 on the Guadeloupe island. Figure 2 illustrates the scenario 
and the according workflow, based on a map excerpt of Guadeloupe focusing on 
the road RD23. More details on this specific pilot can be found in Deliverable 1.1 
(see [3]). The entire workflow and all involved services can be found in the same 
document. Within the scenario, three different user communities are identified, 
namely domain experts, information providers, and citizens. Domain experts are 
able to create and execute a landslide model for a specific region. Information 
providers use existing landslide risk models and create endpoints, i.e. Web sites, 
to enable citizens, the third user community, to have access to information about 
landslide hazards. 
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Figure 2 - Highlights and Workflow of the landslide scenario 

 

Landslide models have to be flexible to provide convenient results for various 
regions with different characteristics. Adjusting input parameters is only half of 
the story to customize a landslide model regarding specific areas. Algorithms 
provided by processing services as well as data services have to be exchanged 
by domain experts, which address the issue of the integration of heterogeneous 
data and processing services. In common, integrating heterogeneous resources 
is about making resources compatible to each other to reach successful 
communication between them, i.e. enable interoperability between them. 
Incompatibilities are mostly raised by different interpretations of the content, the 
use of distinct data formats, or diverse communication interfaces. The 
interoperability between resources is achieved in two levels. Syntactic and 
structural interoperability covers an agreement on the interfaces, exchanged data 
formats and models, and communication protocols. Semantic interoperability 
assumes matching interpretations of the exchanged data, i.e. what the data 
represents in the real world.  
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For syntactic and structural interoperability, the ENVISION infrastructure 
provides three types or resources being vital for environmental models, dynamic 
data, static data, and processes. Sensors or entire sensor networks provide 
dynamic data. They are naturally heterogeneous systems. Currently, integration 
problems are common when dealing with data provided by multiple 
heterogeneous sensor networks. The Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) aims to 
provide standards for interoperable online sensor networks and the access to 
them (see [20]). SWE is part of the OGC providing standards for the exchange of 
static data and processes as well. The ENVISION platform makes use of these 
standards to enable landslide modellers to add syntactic interoperable Web 
services to their workflows.  

Semantic interoperability is much harder to accomplish. The ENVISION Portal 
empowers users to enrich Web services with semantic descriptions. This adds 
meaning to resources and enables semantic interoperability between them. It 
assists designers in adapting existing and creating new landslide models, by 
producing semantically interoperable Web service chains. The creation of Web 
service chains, i.e. the composition, leads to the second highlight of the landslide 
scenario, namely the semantic discovery of Web services for the composition 
and execution of workflows. Originally, catalogues provide only keyword-based 
search mechanism to discover Web services. Moreover, most vendors neglect 
the provision of useful metadata documents resulting in incomplete and useless 
descriptions. Hence, search results are far from being satisfactory. Again, Web 
services enhanced with semantic descriptions are simply discoverable via 
Google like queries. Making use of semantic technologies (knowledge 
representations as well as alignment strategies and technologies), the ENVISION 
platform decreases the effort for non ICT-users to find convenient services 
providing either data or processes. The creation of semantic descriptions is 
tedious and time-consuming (see [21]). Furthermore, it requires expert 
knowledge in ontologies (knowledge representations) and ontology engineering 
methods. This issue is addressed in the ENVISION project by a methodology to 
create “naive” ontologies (see [21]). The proposed method enables users having 
no notion of knowledge representations, like most of the experts in the landslide 
modelling domain, to create simple ontologies for their own purpose. Next to the 
simplification of the complex ontology creation process, the ENVISION 
infrastructure facilitates the users also in linking the created descriptions to 
appropriate services. A semi-automatic procedure to semantically annotate Web 
services assists users to use their own ontologies and to easily enrich desired 
Web services with additional and reasonable information. Semantically annotated 
services can undoubtedly be integrated into any workflow. Through semantic 
descriptions, reasoners validate automatically the semantic interoperability 
between services in a service composition. The main objective of the ENVISION 
infrastructure is the publication of environmental models by providing them as 
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services (see [22]). By using the proposed procedure to semantically annotate 
Web services, domain experts semantically enhance environmental models 
which in turn facilitates discovery of environmental models. This supports all non-
ICT skilled users in finding appropriate environmental models through Google 
like queries. For example, a simple landslide ontology representing the various 
types will suffice to provide reasonable information for a successful discovery of 
appropriate landslide models. Again, even non experts are able to create such 
simple vocabularies when using our approach of “naive” ontologies.  

The results of landslide models are interesting and important for different user 
communities which point to the third highlight of this scenario. The Portal 
technology (see [6]) which is based on the SOA principles offers the opportunity 
to create several community pages with specific content and settings. For 
example, the outputs of the four processing services composed in the landslide 
pilot (a predicted water table map, a map of landslide probabilities, predicted 
landslide run-outs, and a map showing landslide risks concerning specific 
elements) can be published on different Portal pages accessible by the different 
communities. In the same way, Web site designers are able to easily adapt 
pages for new scenarios. Individual information can be retrieved via personalized 
notification. The Notification Module affords subscriptions to events preconfigured 
by domain experts. Citizens are able to get notifications when their route to work 
is likely to be blocked or when the risk is high that their home will get damaged 
due to a landslide, for instance. Through the pluggable user interface and 
components allowing the visualisation and notification in real-time, a quick 
response to disaster scenarios is possible.  
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Figure 3 - Highlights and Workflow of the Oil Spill Scenario 

 

2.3 Predicting the effects of oil spills on cods in the Norwegian 
Sea 

The oil spill pilot case is the subject of this section. Since it is described in detail 
in Deliverable 1.1 [3],  we only give a short summary of the scenario here. The 
workflow and the main highlights are depicted in Figure 3. The goal of the pilot 
case is to visualise the predicted oil slick caused by an oil spill on a map. Using a 
timeline, workflow designers and end-users will be able to see animations 
showing how the oil slick and the oil concentration in the water column move 
over time. The output of the models can be used by a number of stakeholders in 
various decision-making contexts. Examples range from oil companies in need of 
support to select an appropriate response to an oil spill to public authorities which 
require information about potential risks related to oil exploration. The workflow 
presented in Figure 3 depicts how the oil drift model is coupled with a biological 
effect model.  The first model computes the drift of an oil slick in case of an oil 
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spill. The results serve as input data for a second model which simulates the 
effect of the spilled oil on cod spawning areas.  

Experts designing environmental models which are freely configurable have to 
deal with complex interoperability issues. Similar to the already introduced 
landslide model (see Section 2.1), the interoperability among the processing 
services and their corresponding input data has to be ensured. For the oil spill we 
have to integrate data formats and Web service standards coming from different 
communities. While the inputs for the modelling service are exposed as standard 
OGC services (namely OGC WCS and WFS), the model service itself is 
deployed as standard WSDL service. The output format of the WSDL service is a 
NetCDF file, a standard commonly used in the environmental community (but just 
recently adopted by the OGC community). Besides the predefined forecast data 
from the Norwegian Meteorological Service and the sea depth and coast line 
data, user-defined input parameters on the spill are also required. Information 
about cod population and species (e.g. individual weight) are provided as input 
data. Information about the oil spill location, spill time, spilled amount, or the oil 
type cannot be observed by physical sensors. They have to be provided by the 
domain expert before the model is executed. Environmental models which 
require input parameters for execution are called unconfigured models (see also 
[23] for a more detailed definition). The models are executed by the users in the 
scenario Web sites, which also support inserting the required parameters.  

The model predicting the drift of the oil slick computes a three-dimensional 
result. The oil slick extends not only on the ocean surface, but has also a certain 
depth. This information is crucial for evaluating appropriate response measure: 
skimming, for example, is not effective for oil slicks reaching into deep waters. 
The oil drift scenario requires therefore rich user interaction with the model 
results. User should be able to see cross-profiles of the oil slick by drawing lines 
on the map. The cross-profiles are then visualised on a different Portlet. Other 
Portlets are, for example, required to show the time lines of observations coming 
from sensors.  

Time plays a crucial role in this scenario. The predicted drift of the oil slick is 
calculated for a predefined time interval. The end users must be able to see the 
slick’s spread within this interval. The map viewer is thus connected with another 
Portlet with a time slider. End-users are then able to select different time stamps, 
or to run an animation playing the sequence of all computed results in sequence. 
The time interval is one of the parameters which have to be provided by the 
users before executing the composition.  
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Figure 4 - Highlights and Workflow of the Flood Monitoring Scenario 

 

2.4 Real-time flood monitoring for the Danube River 

The aim of this pilot case is to show the capabilities of the ENVISION platform 
and the advantages for non-ICT-skilled users (environmental researchers, 
weather / hydrology specialists, emergency situations key personnel, etc.) to 
create scenarios for flood forecast and monitoring in trans-boundary context. The 
focus is on supporting the exchange of real-time data. The developed services 
integrate 3rd party applications (SCADA, Web, etc.) managing sensor networks 
and/or environmental models. This scenario uses the ENVISION model 
composition  tool to create scenarios for flood monitoring based on simplified 
hydraulic and hydrologic models for a segment of the Danube basin in the area 
controlled by Iron Gates hydro-power plants. The scenario focuses on Web 
publishing of real-time sensors, on composing real-time data from heterogeneous 
networks of sensors and the use of this information in environmental models. 
More details on this specific pilot can be found in deliverable 1.7 (see [24]). A 
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summary is illustrated in Figure 4 depicting the scenario, its highlights, and the 
workflow. 

Specific to this flood forecast scenario in the context of large hydrographical 
basins (case of rivers crossing multiple countries – that is, trans-boundary 
context) are the cross-boundary aspects that also imply multi-lingual aspects. 
Solutions that support environmental applications in cross-boundary settings 
provide the user with a common work environment to synchronize her/his actions 
with multiple organisations from different countries involved in the floods 
management. They should also provide her/him with easy means to find up-to-
date forecast data and real-time data from sensors in trans-boundary context, 
etc. Many heterogeneous hydrographical models (in terms of data, theoretical 
models used, etc.), data sources (terrain model, historical data, real-time 
measurements, flood – risk maps), and 3rd party applications (SCADA, Web, 
etc.) are present in this scenario. The discovery, adaptation, and composition are 
supported by the vocabularies developed in the ENVISION project. Multilingual 
conflicts are solved at the semantic level, i.e. through the semantic annotations of 
the environmental services. Using semantic technologies and text mining 
methods, platform users are able to discover resources (Web services as well as 
concepts in ontologies) using Google-like queries in their own language. The 
vocabularies are grounded with natural text of multiple languages, making it 
possible, for example, to search for concepts in French while the original 
definitions are in English. Services semantically annotated with these 
vocabularies are thus accessible to people with different national (and lingual) 
backgrounds.   

The real-time aspect is central for this scenario. Real-time refers both to the 
availability of the data and its processing, in order to support forecasting, 
management, and decision making in case of flood situations. Compared with the 
other two ENVISION scenarios, this pilot case deals with very dynamic data 
observed by sensors. This data reflects current hydrological and meteorological 
conditions – river discharges and water levels, drainage attributes, dams’ 
capacity and operational information, runoff behaviours, weather forecasts, state 
of the river catchment, etc. The real-time aspect of the data and the diversity of 
this data raise fundamental questions on how it can be modelled and used in 
simulation models. Additional challenges are introduced by processing data in 
real-time. In particular, the mining of such data to discover new patterns is still an 
open problem. Mining real-time data gives immediate benefits when doing root-
cause analysis or short-term prediction in case of flood situations. Other 
challenges for real-time data processing include advanced summarization and 
visualization of data streams. This supports the discovery of anomalies in the 
stream, detect and predict events in the stream from the data that are essential 
for good management, and decision making in case of flood situations.  
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The real-time aspect of the scenario is covered by several components which 
can be added to the ENVISION platform. Sensors of different types stream their 
observations into databases where the measurements can be directly accessed 
via Web services. An integrated Event Processing Engine matches event 
patterns against real-time observation data to detect upcoming flood situations 
near real-time. In combination with the Notification Infrastructure, users are able 
to subscribe to certain events and to receive notifications near real-time when the 
chosen events occur or have a high potential to occur. A map displaying 
occurring events is integrated into the ENVISION portal as well. All tools support 
environmental experts and decision makers in monitoring the Danube and its 
water stages in real-time. 

In some cases no physical sensors are present to monitor the current water 
levels required for the flood prediction model. This scenario introduces Portlets 
supporting the integration of human observations into the system. The approach 
is conceptually simple: people observe the water levels (e.g., using the scale of a 
river gauge) and enter the observed values and the observation time using the 
scenario Web site. The observations are handled like the physical sensor 
observations.  

By setting up scenario-specific Web sites for the individual decisions made for 
a big construction enterprise, public authorities are better able to communicate 
the reasons why a specific decision has to be made, and why other alternatives 
are not as useful. Such more transparent decision making tasks could eventually 
result in less legislative battles in court, if the public has the feeling to have been 
involved early on.  
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3 Screencasts  
This section describes the screencasts created to illustrate the functionalities of 
ENVISION Platform and its components. A total of nine videos were created for 
two target audiences, namely the environmental service creators and the end 
users. The content of these videos are summarized in this section. All the videos 
are available at: http://www.envision-project.eu/resources/screencasts-
demonstrators/.   

3.1 Screencast: Interacting with the ENVISION Portal  

This screencast demonstrates how to perform basic tasks with the ENVISION 
Portal such as authentication, setting up and layouting new pages, and 
navigating through the Portal. These steps are native tasks of the underlying 
Portlet Container, which in this case is Liferay1.  

In order to interact with the ENVISION Portal, the environmental service creator 
needs to login to the portal (see Figure 5). Once logged in, she/he can change 
the Look and Feel of the Portal, configure the Portal or Export and Import data 
from the Portal (see Figure 6). 

 
Figure 5 – Login 

 

                                             
1 www.liferay.com/ 
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Figure 6 – Look and Feel, Configuration, Export and Import 

The environmental service creator can also access the pages offering the main 
ENVISION functionalities including annotation, discovery and composition. More 
details about each of these functionalities and their dedicated screencasts are 
provided in the following sections.  

Customization of the interface is also possible and accessible through the User 
Panel. Furthermore, the environmental service creator can view the community 
she/he owns and can also view and join other open communities (see Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7 – User Panel 
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Summary 

Video title: Interacting with the portal 

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: this demo is a display of the different functionalities offered 
to users with a designer’s role in the ENVISION Portal. A designer can 
login, customize the design of a page (e.g. manage the layout or move 
software modules) and navigate through different pages.  

 

3.2 Screencast: Creating a new Scenario Website 

The purpose of this demo is to show how a non IT skilled user can create a 
scenario Web site using the ENVISION infrastructure. A scenario Website 
represents the domain-specific community portal (e.g. a Website dedicated for 
landslides in the Guadeloupe Island). This screencast explains how to create and 
layout such a Website, how to add different pages, how to add and configure the 
Portlets for each page. 

After having logged in as a designer, the environmental service creator can 
create a new community with a focus on specific environmental issues. It can 
specify the name of the community and its description. The new community is 
created and available for modification (see Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 – Managing the Community 

 

The designer can add new pages and provide content for these pages by adding 
available components. One example of new scenario web site is available in 
Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 – Scenario Web Site example. 

 

Summary 

Video title: Creating  a new scenario website  

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: the process of creating a new website is displayed in this 
demo. The user firstly creates a community and secondly adds a page to 
this community. The video also presents how new application modules 
can be added and configured according to the designer’s preferences.  
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3.3 Screencast: Semantic annotation of a Web service 

Semantic annotations link the Spatial Data Services (in this case OGC and 
WSDL Web services) to the ontologies. The Semantic Annotation page, part of 
the ENVISION Portal, consists of the Resource Manager and Visual OntoBridge 
Portlet. The purpose of this video is to demonstrate the use of the Visual 
OntoBridge Portlet. Visual OntoBridge implements GUI and functionality that 
support the user in the semantic annotation task. It can also be used for defining 
discovery goals. In this video, two Web services are semantically annotated: the 
River water-level Sensor Observation Service (SOS) and the Landslide run-out 
zone Web Processing Service (WPS). 

The first step in creating semantic annotations of a service is to select the 
service, in the screencast - a water level SOS, and also the relevant ontology, in 
the screencast - the flood monitoring domain ontology. 

 
Figure 10 – Visualization of the relevant ontology fragment  

Once the service and the ontology are selected, the user can search and select 
concepts from the ontology (see Figure 10), create instances of these concepts 
and use them to define the annotations of the service (see Figure 11).  
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Figure 11 – Visual creation of semantic annotations 

 

Summary 

Video title: Semantic annotation  

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: this video shows how the ENVISION Portal supports the 
semantic annotation of resources. The user (logged in as a designer) is 
able to select a resource, load an ontology and use concepts of this 
ontology to annotate the resource.  

 

3.4 Screencast: Semantic discovery 

The semantic annotations can be exploited to discover services based on 
semantic conditions. The Semantic Discovery Portlet provides the user interface 
to carry out this search. In this screencast, an example of discovery is presented, 
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first not utilizing the semantic capabilities and then improving the search results 
by defining semantic conditions. 

The screencast illustrates the various types of discovery accessible through the 
ENVISION Discovery Portlet, including service discovery based on keywords, 
geographical information (see Figure 12) as well as semantic conditions (see 
Figure 13). The screencast also shows how service metadata is visualized and 
discovered resources are exported to the user collection. 

 

 
Figure 12 – Discovery based on keywords and BBox 
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Figure 13 – Semantic based discovery  

 

Summary 

Video title: Semantic discovery 

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: this video shows how the ENVISION Portal supports the 
semantic discovery of services. The user (logged in as a designer) is able 
to specify queries using keywords, restrict the search to a certain region 
on a map, and most important to semantically specify the request, which 
is then processed by the semantic catalogue, with matching services 
being returned.  

 

3.5 Screencast: Web service composition 

The environmental models are linked to Spatial Data Services through Web 
service compositions. The Web service composition screencast demonstrates 
how to compose OGC-based services, specify mediations to integrate services 
and finally to export BPEL for the execution of a new composite service. The 
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real-time flood monitoring scenario is used in the video to showcase the 
composition and mediation functionalities of the ENVISION platform. 

The typical composition process in ENVISION involves the usage of three 
portlets, namely the Composition, Mediation and Resource Portlet.  

The Composition Portlet (see Figure 14) is used to (i) support the composition of 
OGC services using the BPMN language from the domain expert point of view 
and (ii) to export the composition as an executable BPEL process to be deployed 
on the execution engine. In the video, the flood monitoring composition model 
needs one last service to be added, to be complete. We import the final service 
from the resource portlet. A task and its input and output data objects are 
automatically added into the composition. We connect these objects into the 
composition model by adding data flow and control flow. 

 
Figure 14 – Composition Portlet 

 

The Mediation Portlet (see Figure 15) is used to (i) identify mappings between 
heterogeneous data structures provided by the different services and to (ii) 
export these mappings as XSL transformations to support their execution at run-
time. More precisely, we use the mediation portlet in order to produce the input 
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data object of each service based on previously computed data objects. 
Previously data objects are either input data objects of the composition or output 
data objects of previously called services within the composition. The user 
selects an input data object and selects "Build Mediation" in the menu. This 
activates a reasoning algorithm that will produce suggested mapping 
correspondences in a table in the mediation portlet. The user selects the relevant 
entries and presses the "Mapping Complete" button. The result is an XSLT that 
can be used at runtime to support the needed data transformation. 

 
Figure 15 – Mediation Portlet 

The Resource Portlet is used to import resources into the composition model. 

Summary 

Video title: Web service composition 

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: the demo displays how a user is able to set up a service 
composition workflow and subsequently generate a BPEL executable 
code of the service composition workflow.  

 

3.6 Screencast: Event subscription 

This demo shows how a user can subscribe to forecasted events in a flood 
monitoring scenario. The Map Viewer consists of a map where the user has to 
define the area of interest by zooming and panning before submitting an event 
subscription.  
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The Subscription Portlet allows selecting events from a predefined list and 
introducing an email address to which the corresponding notifications will be 
sent. 

The Event Processing infrastructure can be configured to detect the water level 
and water flow conditions which indicate flood risk for a specific area. In this case 
notifications will be sent to the subscribed users.  

 
Figure 16 – Event Subscription 

 

Summary 

Video title: Event subscription 

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: the demo shows how a user can subscribe to predicted 
events and how they are visualized in a flood monitoring scenario.  
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3.7 Screencast: Event visualizer 

This demo shows how a user can visualize and explore events in the real-time 
flood monitoring scenario.  

The Event Visualizer consists of a map which can show predicted (see Figure 17) 
and observed events (see Figure 18), sensors, and geographic features being 
observed. This portlet allows the users to interact with the events displayed in the 
map in order to get additional information.  

 
Figure 17 – Event Visualizer displaying a predicted event 
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Figure 18 – Event Visualizer displaying an observed events  

 

Summary 

Video title: Event visualizer 

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: the demo shows how a user can visualize and explore 
events in the real-time flood monitoring scenario.  

 

3.8 Screencast: EnStreaM 

EnStreaM portlet is to be used by an expert user. EnStreaM enables expert user 
to analyse large sensor datasets through different data aggregates and 
corresponding user-observed events. Using the portlet, the user is able to 
discover, create and test different rules. She/he is also able to semi-automatically 
discover anomalies in the data and test the embedded prediction models for 
values of different sensors. 
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Screencast demonstrates all the functionality of the component. First part of the 
screencast focuses on visualising sensor data and discovering possible 
hypothesis for rule generation. Rules can also be generated automatically, based 
on aggregates linked to an event (suggest rule). Second part shows a process of 
anomaly detection in sensor data and in the end two nice results of prediction 
models are shown: good absolute precision and good trend prediction of the 
models on certain sensors. 

 
Figure 19 – EnStreaM portlet  

Summary 

Video title: EnStreaM 

 Audience: environmental services creators; expert end-user 

Description: the demo shows how EnStreaM portlet can be used. It 
shows different ways of browsing the data and events, discovering rules, 
crating and testing them. The demo also shows anomaly detection and 
prediction functionality of the component.  
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3.9 Screencast: Resource management 

The resource Portlet is used on different pages of the ENVISION Portal. It 
provides a central point of access to the user collection of resources (Web 
services, Ontologies, Composition drafts). The screencast illustrates how an 
OGC Web Feature Service is imported and pre-processed for the Semantic 
Annotation.  

The Resource Portlet manages the user’s collection of resources such as 
environmental Web services, ontologies, and composition drafts. The collection is 
globally accessible, and is used for several activities (e.g. annotation, 
composition, discovery). 

The Resource Portlet supports searching for resources, importing new 
resources, deleting resources, copying and sending resources to the other 
Portlets (see Figure 20). 

 

 
Figure 20 – Importing resources using the Resource Portlet 
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In this screencast, a Web Feature Service is imported and translated into RDF-
based service models (for the annotation with ontologies) and WSDL service 
descriptions (for the execution in the BPEL workflows). 

 

Summary 

Video title: Resource management  

 Audience: environmental services creators  

Description: this screencast introduces the Resource Portlet responsible 
for managing the user’s collection of resources such as Web services, 
ontologies, and composition drafts. The collection is globally accessible, 
and is used for all activities (annotation, composition, discovery).  

 

3.10 Screencast: Interacting with the landside pilot case Sce-
nario Website 

The purpose of this screencast is to show interaction with a scenario Website 
dedicated to Landslides in Guadeloupe Island (Figure 21). The interaction with 
the following four Portlets will be presented: Map Viewer (an interactive map with 
extensions to search places, display information, and play animations), Chart 
Viewer (visualizing a time line of sensor observations), Time Controller (control 
the time period of the sensor observations viewed or the time period of the 
animation played), and the Execution Portlet (allows for invoking a Web service 
composition with specific parameters). Figure 22 shows the visualization of the 
sensor data by a Chart Viewer after the relevant time period was specified using 
the Timer Controller. 
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Figure 21 – Landslide Pilot Case Scenario Website 

 

 
Figure 22 – Landslide Pilot Case Scenario Website – History Chart 
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Summary 

Video title: Interacting with the landslide pilot case Scenario Website 

 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screencast demos the support for landslides 
management of the Guadeloupe Island. The end-user is interacting with 
four Portlets, namely Map Viewer, Char Viewer, Time Controller and 
Execution Portlet. Using these Portlets the end-user is able to visualize 
sensor information from the landslide pilot case in a map, control the time 
period of sensor observations and finally to execute a service composition 
specific to the pilot. 

 

3.11 Screencast: Interacting with the Oil Spill Scenario Website 

This screencast shows how the Map Viewer Portlet visualizes simulation results 
on a scenario Web site. It simulates oil drift, and also effects on the cod 
population. The geographic region is the North Sea outside Norway. The user 
can navigate in the information displayed in a map. He can execute a 
composition and see the result on the map (see Figure 23). The result is 
displayed as an animation. 

Disclaimer:  The models used in the simulations are simplified versions, 
developed for demonstration purposes.  The models have not been scientifically 
validated. 
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Figure 23 – Oil Spill Scenario Website 

 

Summary 

Video title: Oil spill pilot 

 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screen cast shows a simulation of an oil drift, and also 
effects on the cod population. The geographic region is the North Sea 
outside Norway. The user can navigate in the information displayed in a 
map. He can execute a composition and see the result on the map. 

 

3.12 Screencast: Manual insert observations  

This screencast shows the Flood Monitoring pilot Website with water level 
sensors provided by a SOS server. Sensors are visualized using Map Viewer 
(see Figure 24) and Chart Viewer Portlets. The values inserted for a sensor into 
the configured SOS server using the Manual Insert Observations Portlet can be 
monitored in the Chart Viewer Portlet. 
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Figure 24 – Manual Insert Observations – MapViewer Portlet 

 

Summary 

Video title: Manual insert observations 

 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screencast shows the real-time flood monitoring pilot 
case Website. Several Portlets are shown in the video, including a Map 
and a Chart Viewer Portlet, used to visualize sensor data provided by a 
SOS server. The values can be modified and inserted using a third 
Portlet, namely the Manual Insert Observations Portlet. 

3.13 Screencast: Create configuration using the Real-time Con-
figuration Portlet 

This screencast demonstrates the creation of a configuration for RxDataGateway 
application and the creation of mappings if physical sensors to SOS sensors 
using the Real-time Configuration Portlet. In screencast the user logs into the 
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website where the Real-time Configuration Portlet is displayed. The user can 
create a new configuration by specifying physical sensors and can fill in various 
properties of these sensors. Furthermore she/he can group the sensors, browse 
sensors of an SOS server and create mappings between the physical sensors 
and the SOS sensors (see Figure 25). Any configuration of sensors create as 
described above can be save, loaded and modified at any time. 

 
Figure 25 – Real-time Configuration Portlet – Mappings 

 

Summary 

Video title: Create configuration using the Real-time Configuration Portlet  

 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screencast shows some of the portlets used in the real-
time monitoring use case. It demonstrates the configuration and the 
mappings creation of physical sensors and SOS sensors, enabling the 
user to browse, save, load and modify the configuration of sensors at any 
time.  
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3.14 Screencast: Real-time dam gates openings monitoring 

This screencast shows the visualization of the current and planned gate 
openings from a dam. The planning for the gate openings is based on: (1) the 
current water levels, (2) the forecasted water levels and (3) the water to be 
discharged. First the user logs in the Flood Monitoring pilot website where she/he 
can use the DamGatesOpeningsVisualization portlet. She/he can configure 
servers and retrieve the sensors data. Dams are then visualized and sensors 
properties are displayed by selecting the dams showing also current and planned 
gates openings for all gates (see Figure 26). 

 
Figure 26 – Real-time dam gates openings monitoring – Planned dam gates openings 

 

Summary 

Video title: Real-time dam gates openings monitoring 

 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screencast illustrates one portlet used in the Flood 
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Monitoring scenario, namely the DamGatesOpeningsVisualization. It 
shows the current and planned dam gates openings and sensors 
properties relevant for these activities. 

3.15 Screencast: Real-time sensors monitoring 

This screencast demonstrates the real-time visualization of sensors values using 
the RealTimeMonitoring portlet. Sensors monitored are provided by two 
independent RxDataGateway applications. After login, the user can configure the 
RealTimeMonitoring portlet by specifying servers and can add sensors from the 
servers. The sensors characteristics are displayed and in the monitoring list, the 
user can visualize the value, timestamps and quality of the measurements 
coming from the sensors (see Figure 27). 

 
Figure 27 – Real-time sensors monitoring 

 

Summary 

Video title: Real-time sensors monitoring 
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 Audience: end-users 

Description: This screencast shows the real time visualization of sensors 
values.  The user can visualize the value, timestamps and quality of the 
measurements coming from the sensors. 
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4 Conclusions 
This deliverable demonstrated the unique capabilities of the ENVISION platform 
which makes it applicable for a wide range of different scenarios. We discussed 
the benefits of ENVISION tools and technologies in the context of the three 
ENVISION pilot cases. We also presented an updated set of screencasts which 
demonstrate the capabilities of the ENVISION platform.  

For up-to-date information about the project, including a blog announcing, for 
example, new screencasts, links to the open source project with the released 
components, and the deliverables mentioned and cited here, visit 
http://www.envision-project.eu/. 
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Appendix A: Common Terminology 
The following table contains the definition of the main terms used in the project. 

Term Description 

The Infrastructure 

ENVISION Infrastructure 

ENVISION platform 

 

The hardware and software set up in order to 
fulfill the project requirements.  

The Pilots  

ENVISION Pilots 
The demonstrators that are set up during the 
project to illustrate the capabilities of the 
Infrastructure. 

The Portal 

ENVISION Portal 
The front-end application of the infrastructure 

Website 

User Website 

Scenario Web site 

A Website is produced by the Portal for a 
dedicated purpose for a given community. Each 
scenario will be published on one Scenario Web 
site 

Page One page is made of multiple modules. One 
particular view rendered in the browser is one 
page. 

Module 

Portlet 

A user interface module is used to perform a 
certain task, or to convey a certain message. A 
module has a standard view, and can be 
configured through dialogs. Changing the content 
of module can (but does not have to) have an 
effect on the content of other components. A 
module is implemented as Portlet.  

Service 

Web Service 

Web services are typically a web API that are 
accessible via HTTP and executed on a remote 
system hosting the requested services. 

Composition, Service chain 
Environmental service composition 

The executable combination of existing web 
services. It is a Web service by itself. 

Model 

Computer Model 

Environmental computer model 

Computer simulation of real world processes 
to make forecasts of certain behaviour of natural 
phenomena. An environmental model always 
consists of the data and the model algorithm, but 
it can be implemented in different ways.  

Model as a Service (MaaS) A model made available as a web service. A 
composition the user can interact with. 

Resource 

Environmental resource 

A web service (Web Feature Service, Web 
Processing Service, Sensor Observation 
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Service…) available for processing. 

Appendix B: Acronyms 
The following list contains common acronyms used in the project: 

BPEL   Business Process Execution Language  

BPMN  Business Process Modeling Notation 

CSW   Catalogue Service for the Web  

FTP   File Transfer Protocol 

GEOSS   Global Earth Observation System of Systems 

GML   Geography Markup Language  

HTTP  Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol 

ICT  Information and Communication Technologies 

INSPIRE  INfrastructure for SPatial InfoRmation in Europe  

MasS  Model as a Service 

OGC   Open Geospatial Consortium 

Open-LDAP  Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

OWS   OGC Web Services 

SEIS   Shared Environmental Information System 

SISE  Single Information Space in Europe for the Environment 

SOA   Service Oriented Architecture 

SOS   Sensor Observation Service 

UML   Unified Modeling Language 

WCS   Web Coverage Service 

WFS   Web Feature Service 

WMS   Web Map Service 

WPS   Web Processing Service  

WSDL  Web Service Description Language 

 


